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TOPICAL

How Cardinals' Brendan Donovan is adding amps to his 'best bolt'
swing and force to his feet

Derrick Goold

Mar 3, 2023

Cardinals second baseman Brendan Donovan takes a swing during live batting practice at the team's spring
training complex in Jupiter, Fla., on Wednesday, Feb. 22, 2023. 
David Carson, Post-Dispatch
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JUPITER, Fla. — The phrase Brendan Donovan uses to describe the best swing he can
take, the most powerfully direct, furiously controlled swing he can generate is his
“best bolt.”

He cracked off a few late last year, and then soon after he took his final swing of the
season he took dozens more at a hitting lab in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. One of the
first tests he underwent there was a “horsepower” check, and it was his chance to let
loose that “best bolt.” When he saw the results, he was — struck.

Donovan had a better bolt in him.

“The first thing you do when you get there is test how much force you can generate,
how hard your body can hit a baseball,” Donovan said. “And for me there was a pretty
big gap between the force and power I can produce and how hard I was actually
hitting the ball. It was pretty stunning. Anywhere from 6 mph to 8 mph. So, all right,
well, what am I missing?”

Mizzou's Dennis Gates on senior day moment with Isiaih Mosley: 'I'm by my
players' side every day'

Missouri attorney general subpoenas case dismissal list as part of Kim
Gardner probe

Man killed on video in St. Louis was ‘brilliantʼ businessman with untreated
mental illness

New rating system shows decline for Missouri schools as open enrollment
gains support

Out came the wires to do some further measurements and thus began Donovan’s
winterlong work to build and sharpen upon a rookie season that included a Rawlings
Gold Glove Award and a third-place finish for the NL’s Jackie Robinson Award as top
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rookie.
He started from the insoles of his cleats to the bat in his hand.

“For me, I feel like I have a good understanding of the player I want to be in this
game,” Donovan said Thursday morning outside the Cardinals’ clubhouse. “But you
have to continue to grow and evolve and make adjustments and adapt to the league. I
just didn’t want to leave any stone unturned.”

In his first two games of spring training, Donovan hit two home runs. His first home
run of spring left his bat with 105.5 mph exit velocity, almost 2 mph faster than any of
his homers last year.

He continued his audition to be the leadoff hitter Thursday in the Cardinals’ 6-0 loss
to Houston, and started atop the lineup so that he could get as many as three at-bats
against several of Astros’ top pitchers. He faced World Series champs Framber
Valdez, Cristian Javier, and Bryan Abreu in succession. The Cardinals’ lineup had
three hits combined, and Donovan went zero-for-three. Still, he has maintained a
higher average exit velocity — the “byproduct” he said of a training program put
together by the Cardinals’ performance department, hitting coaches, and athletic
trainers and that trip to Louisiana.

“If there is anyone taking this camp super-serious, he’s in that bucket,” manager
Oliver Marmol said. “He is not wasting a minute out here. Whether that’s offensively,
on the bases, you cans see how detailed he is as far as running the bases and the work
he’s putting in defensively is no different.”



By classic measures, Donovan had a superb rookie season with a .394 on-base
percentage and the National League’s first ever utility Gold Glove honor. By advanced
measures he was elite when it came to walk rates, strikeout rates, and advanced
command of the strike zone that suggested a high batting average. Yet, his bolts didn’t
always have voltage. His slugging percentage (.379) was lower than his OBP. He was
lowest quarter in average exit velocity in the majors and lowest 10th in barrel rate,
and his hard-hit rate was 35th percentile, per Baseball Savant.

Following the same path as Paul Goldschmidt and Nolan Arenado took the previous
year, Donovan went to the Baseball Performance Lab at Marucci Sports’ campus near
LSU.

St. Louis Cardinals second baseman Brendan Donovan works on some field drills at the Cardinals spring
training complex in Jupiter, Fla., on Monday, Feb. 13, 2023. 
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After learning there was more force he could generate, Donovan explored how. A
review of his stance echoed a suggestion from last year that he start more upright in
the batter’s box. Donovan was beginning his stance coiled and his first move was to
uncoil, like a spring losing its tension. With an upright start, he moved into that coil,
ready to spring. He experimented with a few different bat models and settled on the
counterbalance “puck” bat that gives him a heavier bat for more force but still feels
like his 33 ½-inch bat.

“I want to do damage on a line, not in the air, and just taking that trying to enhance
it,” Donovan said. “What if I grab this bat and what if nothing else changes? This
allows me to hit the ball a tick harder, then maybe that groundball gets through the
infield, maybe that line drive gets into the gap, maybe that fly ball to the track gets
over the fence. I understand what my game is. I want to hit line drives. I want to still
put a ton of balls in play, and I still want to draw my walks. I want to do all that
better.”

Said hitting coach Turner Ward: “He’s a student of the swing. When you have a
mindset like that you can test drive some things and, hey, if this works, this is good. If
this doesn’t work, I can stay at the drawing board. We’re trying to get better out here.
Or, I like to say ‘gooder.’ Get ‘gooder,’ just a little bit ‘gooder’ all the time.”

The swiftest exit velocity Donovan had on a homer last season was 103.8 mph. He had
four between 101.8 mph and that high. Overall, he averaged 87.7 mph. He’s already
had a game this spring where he didn’t hit a ball slower than 96.2 mph off the bat.

One was a homer, at 99.9 mph.

“So, my goal was I wanted to hit the ball 1% harder,” he said. “That was my goal. I
wanted to hit the ball 1% harder consistently and with less effort. That means I’ve got
to move better. That means I’ve got to own the positions I’m in, hold those positions
throughout the swing, and I think that in turn will result in hitting the ball harder.”

A bolt like that doesn’t only come from a new bat.



Donovan threw himself into a training regimen with guidance of the Cardinals’ staff
that increased his strength and agility, too. To aid his movement on the field, he
started using Blumaka Konnect Insoles — a high-friction insole that eliminates
slipping within the cleat and, Donovan explained, “holds the ground a little better,” so
his movements aren’t diffused by even a slight slip of an insole.

He wore them Thursday as he played shortstop during situation drills because even if
he wins the starting second base job he’ll play some third and short. He also had them
on as he worked on timing his stride to hit the edge of first base, trimming time by the
length of a toe.

It doesn’t always take the best bolt to reach a base.

The better bolt could just lead to more of them.

“I think sometimes it’s a bit of a trap when you have a good year, because instead of
‘All right, let’s take a good year and polish some things up and clean up little details,’
it becomes I’ve got to do more, I’ve got to do more, I’ve got to do more,” Donovan
said. “That’s the trap you may fall into and lose your perception of what kind of player
you are. For me, it was like, yes, there are some areas I want to clean up. I want to
iron these out and that will make me a better player.

“Not changing my swing, not changing my approach,” he said. “But I can swing more
efficiently. I can do that more consistently. That’s something to strive for every day.”


